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Essor Emergent MSCIE Emerging Market Free

Faible Moyen Fort Très fort

Code ISIN FR0000284150
Forme Juridique SICAV

Date Agrément 13/06/1997
Devise Euro

Fiscalité** Support de contrats d’assurance vie.
Affectation du Résultat Capitalisation

Valorisation Quotidien
Souscriptions/Rachats avant 11h30

Indice de référence MSCI Emerging Markets Free

Volatilité
Début 

d'année 1 mois 3 mois 1 an 3 ans 5 ans 52 s.

Fonds -7,71 -1,17 -2,51 4,70 38,39 61,85 12,17
Indice -7,88 -2,69 -4,18 5,49 14,58 35,23 14,47

Performance (%)

Actif net Performance V. L.

30/06/2011 depuis le
31/12/2010

30/06/2011

142 476 969 € -7,71% 3 623,52 €

Objectif de gestion : Le portefeuille de la SICAV est
principalement investi en actions et autres valeurs donnant accès au
capital de sociétés cotées dans des pays en développement, dits
émergents. Le style de gestion est l’approche « valeurs » (pur stock
picking). Concernant l’approche « pays » la recherche de la stabilité
économique est primordiale. L’analyse et la recherche au niveau des
secteurs permettent d’identifier les valeurs capables d’exploiter le
potentiel de croissance propre aux pays émergents. Le choix porte sur
les sociétés les plus sous-valorisées, tout en minimisant les risques
grâce à la diversification. L’indice de référence est le MSCI Emergent
Markets Free.
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Catégorie AMF Actions Internationales
Catégorie EuroPerf. Actions Emergent - générale

Horizon de Placement supérieur à 5 ans
Commissions Souscription : 5% maximum

Frais de gestion : 1.75% max. TTC

Gestionnaire financier 
par délégation

Martin Maurel Gestion 
N° Agrément AMF : GP97103

Gestionnaire financier 
par sous-délégation

Genesis Investment Management Ltd

Dépositaire CACEIS Bank
Promoteur Groupe Martin Maurel

Publication des VL www.martinmaurel.com

Indice 7,88 2,69 4,18 5,49 14,58 35,23 14,47

ANGLO AMERICAN 4,8%
TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR 4,8%
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 4,8%
SAB MILLER 2,9%
BANCO SANTANDER 2,7%
FIRST QUANTUM MINERALS 2,7%
AMERICA MOVIL ADR 2 3%

Achats Ventes
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS COMPANHIA BRASIL. DE DISTR.
TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR ANHUI CONCH CEMENT
BANK OF AYUDHYA LUKOIL
BANCO SANTANDER RHB CAPITAL
GLOBAL PORTS MDM BANK

* Source Europerformance - ** Le traitement fiscal dépend de la situation individuelle de chaque client, il est susceptible d'être modifié ultérieurement.

Asie
48,5%

Moyen-
Orient / 
Afrique
17,3%

AMERICA MOVIL ADR 2,3%
SBERBANK 2,2%
CHINA MOBILE 2,2%
KOREA ELECTRIC  POWER 2,2%
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Commentaire de gestion

Emerging market investor sentiment was buffeted by events beyond our borders last month, and the MSCI EM Price Index fell 1%, its
second consecutive monthly decline.  This brought the second quarter return from emerging markets to a loss of 4%.  However, there were
some suggestions that, at least in parts of Asia, the peak of inflation has been seen.  The policy response to high inflation has been the main
headwind for equity markets this year.  Interest rates have been raised and various tightening measures implemented to restrict credit growth
and generally curb demand, but there may be some light at the end of the inflation tunnel.  Bank Indonesia for example, said after its June
governors’ meeting that “inflation pressures are decelerating”.  Inflation data have yet to soften in China but credit and money supply
growth have slowed and Premier Wen Jiabao wrote in the Financial Times last month that “price rises will be firmly under control this year”
and that ”the overall price level…is expected to drop steadily”.  Most economists expect one more interest rate rise in China this year and
speculation has increased that the People’s Bank will step up the pace of Yuan appreciation to dampen the imported component of local
inflation. 
 
During June the NAV of Essor Emergent rose by 1.1%, outperforming the Index by 1.7%. Contributors to the return of the portfolio came
mainly from the Financials sector with Samsung Fire & Marine (South Korea) leading the way, up 17%, while Santander Brazil and
Sberbank (Russia) both gained 5%. Elsewhere First Quantum Minerals (Zambia) increased by 7% and Femsa (Mexico) gained 10%. On the
negative side, Samsung Electronics (South Korea) from the weak IT sector featured, along with the Energy duo, Tullow Oil and MOL
(Hungary), which both lost over 7%. China added significant value to the portfolio in relative performance terms as the majority of holdings
there did well. The underweight position in the weak Taiwanese market also contributed, while Hungary was the only market where losses
were incurred, due to the aforementioned holding in MOL. In sector terms, as alluded to, gains were made in the Financials and Materials
sectors. 
 
The NAV of Essor Emergent fell by 2.5% over the quarter, outperforming the Index which lost 4.3%. Asian stocks dominated the top
contributors to the portfolio’s return. Bank Rakyat (Indonesia), Anhui Conch (China) and Asian Paints (both India) all posted double digit
returns, the latter increasing by 29%. Taiwan Semiconductor was the largest contributor with a 7% gain and elsewhere First Quantum
Minerals (Zambia) gained 6%. In contrast to its IT counterpart, Samsung Electronics (South Korea) was the largest detractor, while both
Tullow Oil and Anglo American (South Africa) retreated, the latter by 7%. In relative terms, China added the most value due to good
performance from a number of holdings there, while the same was true for Brazil, combined with being underweight in that weak market.
On the negative side, the underperformance of the aforementioned stocks in South Korea and South Africa cost the portfolio. In sector terms
Materials added significant value, followed by Energy and IT, but value was lost in the strong Consumer Discretionary sector due to the
portfolio’s underweight position there. 
 
China had the largest country exposure increase during the quarter with additions to some existing positions and the initiation of three new
holdings - West China Cement, ASM Pacific and China Resources Gas, the latter two being purchased in June. Bank of Ayudhya (Thailand)
was the portfolio’s largest single stock purchase over the quarter while elsewhere notable increases were made to Taiwan Semiconductor,
OGX (Brazil) and Shriram Transport (India). In Russia, two new holdings were purchased, Nomos Bank and, in the last week of the quarter,
Global Ports. Turning to sell side activity, the Energy sector was prominent with a number of holdings there trimmed, including Lukoil
(Russia), MOL (Hungary) and Sasol (South Africa). Elsewhere the position in First Quantum Minerals was reduced following a good run
and two banks, Commercial International Bank (Egypt) and MDM Bank (Russia), were eliminated from the portfolio during the quarter,
along with CBD (Brazil). 
 
Economic growth can have negative outcomes beyond pushing up prices, as we saw last month in Indonesia, when Jakarta was named the
world’s least enjoyable commuter city due to traffic congestion and over-crowding on public transport.  Our intrepid team confronting the
world’s worst traffic could confirm the excellent demand conditions that most Indonesian businesses are experiencing.  The Jakarta Post
reported that consumer confidence was at unprecedented highs and year-to-date sales of cement (a great proxy for overall domestic demand)
have increased by 13.5%, with particular strength in the capital itself (up 25%).  Leading producer Indocement (31% market share) ascribed
the market improvement to positive sentiment among the middle classes, helped by low interest rates.  
 
Commuting stresses aside, the company managements we met were in ebullient mood.  With the rupiah at its strongest level versus the US
dollar since 2003 and, crucially, its volatility much reduced, as well as the fact that both wages and productivity are rising faster than
inflation, the reason for optimism are evident across a range of industries.  The only group finding life more difficult are those dependent on
foreign worker remittances, where incomes have fallen as a result of the stronger currency.  We visited the city of Balikpapan in
Kalimantan, the Indonesian part of Borneo.  It was originally a small fishing and trading community, but is now a boom town of half a
million people where property prices are said to be twice those in Jakarta.  The first local oil exploration was in the late nineteenth century
and it still feels like a cosmopolitan oil town (with a large French presence due to a Pertamina-Total LNG plant just up the coast) although
other local sources of income include oil palm plantations and Indonesia’s “black gold”, coal.  We visited the country’s single largest mine
Kaltim Prima, close to Balikpapan.  It is not a place to go to kick the tyres.  They cost up to US$150,000 each, last a year if you are lucky,
are in chronically short supply and if the mine manager caught you kicking one, you would probably be fed to the (abundant) local
crocodiles. 
 

Catherine Vlasto
 
 

Document non contractuel. Les performances passées ne sont pas garantes des performances futures ; elles s'apprécient à l'issue de la durée de placement. Le Commissaire aux Comptes
n'a pas certifié les chiffres à la date de parution de cette fiche mensuelle. Le Prospectus est à votre disposition auprès de votre contact habituel.


